Introduction.
In this paper we study minimum problems associated with quadratic forms We denote the conjugate of the transpose of a matrix A by A'. Here /(X) is a nonnegative integrable function in ( -w, ir]. We shall define/(X) with period 2ít on the real axis. Some of these minimum problems arise in the theory of stationary stochastic processes. These applications will be discussed in §5 [3] . Szegö [6] has studied the minimum pn of Q" subject to the restraint Pn(«) = 1 where Pn{w) = Z C,W.
He has shown that if \a\ < 1, the limit p. of p" as n-> °o is positive if and only if r log f{\)d\ > -oo.
Then we can write the formal Fourier expansion CO log/(X) ~ ko + 2 Z (A» cos v\ + /" sin v\). We are going to study the minimization of the quadratic form Qn with restraints where S, is a finite set of nonnegative integers. We have restricted ourselves to restraints of the form (1.2) in order to avoid excessive notation.
2. Conditions inside the unit circle. We order the pairs (J, k) according to increasing j and for fixed j according to increasing k; let r be the numbering index of these pairs, r = l, 2, • • • , TV= Xy^-i (wj + 1)-Defining the inner product of two polynomials giw), /z(w) as ig, h) = J* Tgie*) [*(-*) 17CW1). If log f{\) is integrable and all the restraints (1.2) are at points a¡ inside the unit circle {we call such a set of restraints C{), then and we have (2.2).
3. Conditions on the unit circle. We now consider the restraints (1.2) at points a¡ on the unit circle and call such a set of restraints CV This case differs considerably from that just treated. Here we get p = 0 and are mainly interested in the principal term of pn as n-> °°. To study this we have to introduce certain regularity conditions on/(X). Let q{w)-Pn{w)p{w). The problem can then be rephrased in the following manner. We minimize the integral
under the conditions, say C*, that the conditions C& induce on q{w). It is clear that the C* are of a similar form
where w¡ is one of the ay's or 2"'s. The range of (J, k) is not necessarily the same as in Cb but we carry out in a similar mapping of {j, k) onto a single index r.
Then we get from (2.1)
To compute 77n we observe that in the present case/(X) = 1/2tt so that <f>y{w)
If x = y we get , k+k'+l X ,-k+k> k + k' + 1 + 0(«*+*').
If x^y we use the Abel summation formula and find that the expression is 0{nk+k'). Hence The true value of p" if /(X) is given by (3.1) will be between the two values computed for a{w), b{w). Letting e tend to zero we get the desired result. Remark 1. If none of the zeros of/(X) coincide with any ay, then p is simply the smallest k such that there is a nonzero ß). We then have Theorem 4. 77ie decrease of ôn to zero is at least exponential if and only if (1) /(X) coincides almost everywhere with a function g(X) that is analytic for all real X and (2) g(X) has no zeros.
Proof. Assume that (1) and (2) when \w\ <1 (see [6] ). We can then extend 1/D{w) analytically into |w| <l+e.
But then D{w) is analytic and different from zero in \w\ <l+e. The theorem follows immediately. The bound can be realized by /(X) = |l-eiX|2.
5. Applications to stochastic processes. Consider a discrete stochastic process x<, -<» </<<», with mean value mt = Ext. We assume that the second order moments E\xt\2 exist and that the reduced process yt = xt -mt [January is stationary in the wide sense, that is Ps.t = Py.y* = r,_t.
Then we know that = f eMdF{\)
where P(X) is bounded and nondecreasing in { -tr, w). The completely nondeterministic processes form an important subclass. They are completely characterized by (1) P(X) absolutely continuous, F(X) = J f{l)dl, and (2) f log/(X)á\> -oo. This is a familiar problem of extrapolation. This is the type of problem treated in the previous sections since we can write it as P" = f | Pn(eix) |2/(X)¿X = min, P»(0) = 1.
The only restraint is inside the unit circle and we then know that p" tends to a positive value p as n-> oo. From Theorem 1 we get (5.1) p = 2x | 7>(0) |2 = 2x exp -j-f log/(X)d\| .
The "predictor" is n /» x n X CA = I X c^'HZiX)
where Z(X) is the orthogonal process corresponding to the stationary process x¡ (see [2] ). The limit in the mean of this stochastic variable as n-»°° is (5.1) and (5.2) can be found in [7] . 2 . A slightly more general case is extrapolation k steps back, i.e., given a sample xk, Xk+i, • • • , x" to predict x0. We see that this corresponds to the conditions P(0) = 1,
This is again a context treated in Theorem 1. Analogues of expressions (5.1) and (5.2) in this case can be found in a similar way.
3. Suppose that mt is equal to an unknown constant m. From the sample Xo, Xi, • • • , x" we want to construct a linear, unbiased estimate m* of minimum variance. It is immediately seen that this is equivalent to the minimization of /_." |P"(eiX)| 2/(X)dX under the condition Pn(l) = 1. As this is a condition on the unit circle, we can apply Theorem 2 which gives us It follows from Remark 2 that the limiting variance of this predictor is the same as that of the predictor in problem 2.
